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Short Description

PCIE 3.0 Gen3 x4 Male to Female Extension Cable Riser Card R22SF

Description

Product advantage:

Wire advantages, the use of the German patent imported wire, using Taiwan's imports Lotes
connectors, high frequency support PCIe 3.0 32G/Bps stable transfer.
Cable length from 5 cm to 1 m can accept custom-made, our sales turn wiring, wire low impedance,
wire  within 60 cm long support PCIe3.0 at full speed.
Differential signal without hole design, there is no problem of signal attenuation interference in a
parasitic capacitance and parasitic inductance, there will be no more CAF micro short circuit, durability
Product use high quality materials, PCB precision workmanship, thickening to 1 oz copper thickness,
content of gold finger plating, gold plated conductive performance is good, can reduce oxidize higher
impedance caused by the crash blue screen.Full speed stability, need not to slow down, there is no
compatibility problems.
Product selection of the wire itself is very durable, used in metal welding point 3 mm in thickness PCB
pads to protect, and lock the screws and hex nut fastening, solid and reliable products pulling
resistance, anti-interference, there will be no nail wire break off.Wire can be bent can fold, does not
affect use.
PCB design of dwarf and add fat, dwarf is not card to the graphics card, add fat extended design make
the board more easy to install, reduce the damage probability. 

Features

Features:

Maximum Speed: PCIe Gen3.0 32Gbps.
Connector A: gen 3.0 PCIe x4 male 
Connector B: gen3.0 PCIe x4 Female
Length: 10cm / 30cm
EMI Shielding with Conducting Polymer
Applicable card: high-speed network card, capture card, NVMe SSD hard disk card, USB adapter card,
as long as it is PCI-E x4 interface can support
Length description:The Cable length refers to the part of the visible wire, does not contain the PCB and
the connector
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Additional Information

Brand ModDIY

SKU MDY-CO482

Weight 0.2000

Color Black

Cable Type PCI-E Extension

Vendor SKU/EAN Uses Custom Options

Product Options

Length: 10cm

30cm


